A Universal Enterprise App Store
for desktop and mobile apps

Flexera Software App Portal makes the enterprise app store a reality. End Users serve
themselves, while IT maintains governance and full control of software approval and
licensing. The end-to-end fulfilment process runs automatically, gathering approvals where
necessary, enforcing proper licensing, verifying successful installation, maintaining a detailed
audit trail and keeping the requestor informed of the status.
Benefits to
Your Organsation:
•	Empowers business users
with a single place to access
and download on-premise,
cloud-based or mobile
applications at anytime
from anywhere.
•	Increases IT responsiveness
by automating software
delivery across complex
enterprise environments
and aligning service levels
with metrics relevant to the
user experience.
•	Reduces support costs
through decreased
administration expenses
and service desk call
volumes to improve user
satisfaction on both sides
of the IT Service Desk.
•	Increases governance over
application usage with a
central repository of well
vetted applications and
services that are delivered
via role-based application
distribution.

Flexera Software App Portal presents users with a familiar browser interface that lets them order and receive applications
in minutes.

Employees browse the applications
available to them, and request
applications by simply adding them
to the shopping cart. The app store
includes attributes such as cost, delivery
time and if approvals are required.
Applications can be requested by
business users for their own use, by
managers to request applications for
their staff members and by help desk
technicians for staff.

With support for Apple iOS and
Android public store and internal apps,
in addition to desktop applications,
a single checkout process integrates
deployment to VMware AirWatch
Mobile Device Management,
Microsoft SCCM and Symantec Client
Management Suite, leveraging software
deployment capabilities to deliver each
application quickly, reliably and in the
most appropriate way.

•	Enhances overall software
asset management by
eliminating shelfware and
compliance issues with
visibility into software
licenses deployed,
combined with the ability to
automatically reclaim and
recycle software licenses.
Flexera Software App portal automates license checking and approved to deliver applications to end users faster.
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10 Ways App Portal will help you manage
software deployment and compliance
Universal App Store for
Desktop and Mobile Apps

Automates Software
Approvals and Governance

Ensure control and efficient self-service
delivery of approved applications by
enabling employees to request desktop
and mobile application from a single
enterprise store.

Automated approvals are flexible and
can use the turnkey App Portal approval
process or be delegated to utilise
established approval workflows in an
existing ITSM implementation.

Reclaims Unused
Software Licenses

Keeps Employees Informed
of Costs & Usage

Eliminate software waste by recycling
unused licenses and returning them to
the available license pool.

Provide employee’s one place to view
license cost & usage information for apps
installed on their devices.

Involves Employees in
Software License Optimisation

Automatically Checks for
License Availability

The Software Policy Score informs employees
how well the apps installed on their device
comply with your corporate policies.

Effectively maintains continual software
license compliance each time an
employee requests an application.

Enables Self-service OS
Deployment and Migrations

Works Seamlessly with
Deployment Systems

Employees can initiate Self-Service OS and
application migrations when the time is
right for them.

Present a single App store even when
multiple software deployment systems are
managing devices across the enterprise.
App Portal supports Microsoft SCCM,
Symantec Altiris Client Management
Suite, and AirWatch by VMware
Enterprise Mobility Management.

Enhances Software
Asset Management
App Portal integrates with FlexNet
Manager Platform (a separately licensed
system which is the foundation of
FlexNet Manager Suite for Enterprises)
to obtain asset data from FlexNet
Manager Platform, to check for license
availability and reservation and to reclaim
unused software.

Request a Demo
Contact MicroWay to arrange a web-based demo
of the App Portal system.

Licensing & Pricing
App Portal is licensed via a cost effective
and simple Per Device model.
For more information please contact MicroWay.
Ph. 1300 553 313 or Email: sales@microway.com.au

Works with Leading IT Service
Management Systems
App Portal integrates with BMC Remedy
ITSM, ServiceNow, Microsoft Service
Manager, and other popular ITSM tools
to improve IT service quality, application
delivery, and end user satisfaction with IT.

Migrating to
Windows 8/10 or Server
2012?
With App Portal you can also deliver role-based, bare-metal builds,
re-imaging and replacement of computers through your enterprise
app store by leveraging core OS Deployment (OSD)
functionality in Microsoft SCCM.
App Portal will make your OS migration / new SOE deployment easier
and simplify ongoing desktop and mobile application management.

AdminStudio Inventory and Rationalisation
Application rationalisation consolidates the application portfolio and
improves agility of day-to-day application service delivery
Continuous Application Rationalisation
Some enterprises rationalised their application portfolio
for a big project, such as the Windows 10 migration, or a
Virtual Desktop Infrastructure (VDI) rollout, while others
wish they had. Waiting until a point in time, can make
rationalisation a complicated and painful process. Proactive
and agile organisations take the continual approach. Rather
than rationalising applications annually or just prior to a
desktop transformation project, the organisation rationalises
applications on a continual basis. As part of the Application
Readiness process, the rationalisation step is performed
every time a new application is requested. For instance, the
organisation can determine whether the application is the
latest version, has already been packaged for deployment,
or could replace an existing version already in production.
Eliminating Application Sprawl
Today’s client computing environments are continuously
changing, and the modern enterprise has accumulated
more applications than the business needs, applications
that must be actively maintained and supported every day.
The size of the typical application portfolio has increased
steadily due to mergers, acquisitions, and organic growth
and includes a wide range of desktop applications, editions,
and versions. The resulting application sprawl increases
operational, infrastructure, and support costs.
Transform Windows Desktop Inventory into
Actionable Information
• Continuously collects raw inventory data from
Microsoft System Center Configuration Manager
• Collects site information from Active Directory
• Standardises the naming of over 150,000 applications
from over 16,000 software vendors

Make Informed Application Rationalisation
Decisions
• Sort and filter normalised inventory by vendor,
application, category or classification
• Review summarised usage by user or machine
and drill into compatibility details
• Track application owners and comments
Automatically Execute Workflows for
Packaging and Deployment
• Informs you of newer versions of an application
not yet deployed in your current environment
• Workflows ensure rationalised applications are
packaged and ready for deployment
• Dashboards display workflows completed for
each rationalisation project
Simplify Application Inventory
Continuously collects application inventory from
Microsoft System Center Configuration Manager
and conveys it to the Application Recognition
Service, which scrubs the raw inventory to provide a
normalised list of installed software per desktop.
Make Informed Decisions
Make the right rationalisation decisions by
reviewing application packaging, application
virtualisation, and application compatibility
information from the AdminStudio Suite as part of
the rationalisation process. Organise applications,
sort and filter by vendor, application, category or
classification and document owners and custom
notes that help with research and decisions.
Align with Business Objectives
To ensure applications have clear next steps
towards meeting rationalisation goals, automatic
workflows assign tasks to each IT group involved
in getting the application prepared, tested, and
deployed successfully into the environment.
Maintain an Agile Portfolio
Keeps your desktop application portfolio under
control and your organisation agile. React quickly to
new efforts and rationalise day-to-day requests as
part of the Application Readiness process.

Benefits to
Your Organsation:
Focus Time and Effort
on the applications that
matter most.
React quickly to new
efforts, rationalise dayto-day requests as part of
the Application Readiness
process
Reduce Support Costs
and Security Risks by
keeping applications
current.
Ensure Applications Are
Ready for Deployment
and track Application
Readiness progress.
Make Informed
Decisions, know which
applications are already
packaged and compatible
with target environments.
Align with Business
Objectives Create
rationalisation projects
that align with desktop
transformation plans by
only looking at the users,
devices or apps targeted
for that effort.
Realise Business Value
of a rationalisation effort,
take action to ensure
proper activities are
completed.

Migrating to Win 8/10?
Now is the time
to rationalise
your applications!

Request A Demo
Contact MicroWay
Ph 1300 553 313
sales@microway.com.au

MUST HAVE Tools for application repackaging
and migration to new Operating Systems

Proven in benchmark tests to decrease
application preparation time by up
to 70%, AdminStudio streamlines the
Application Readiness process and seamlessly
hands off packages to leading software
deployment tools.

Application Compatibility Pack

AdminStudio provides the most advanced
application packaging tools to efficiently
prepare reliable application packages for
software deployment with a complete set of
automated MSI packaging, customisation,
testing and reporting capabilities.

• Cut MSI packaging time by up to 70%
• Increase stability & reliability of applications & platforms
• Integrates with Microsoft SCCM for direct import/
exporting of packages — leverages your current
investment and reduces manual effort.
• Application centric management physical, virtual, and
mobile applications

Mobile Pack

AdminStudio Application Compatibility Pack

AdminStudio Mobile Pack

Significantly reduces the time and effort involved in ongoing
Windows, Internet Explorer and Windows Server migrations by
automatically assessing and fixing application compatibility issues.

Enables centralised management of mobile apps with the same
tools and processes used for physical and virtual applications.

With over 10,000 automated checks for Windows 7 compatibility
and auto-resolution of 95% of installation-related issues,
Application Compatibility Pack simplifies scoping and delivery of
day-to-day applications requests, ongoing Windows migrations
and desktop transformation projects.

Test mobile apps for device and OS compatibility and report on
the behaviour, configuration and property settings of mobile
applications to identify which apps require additional security
assessment to safely and effectively meet user demands
for access to business apps from mobile devices such as
smartphones and tablets.

System Admins & SOE Engineers
Virtualisation Pack

AdminStudio Virtualisation Pack
Prepares software for reliable application Virtualisation
deployment with a complete set of Virtualisation compatibility
testing, automated conversion, validation, editing and
management reporting capabilities.
With support for all leading virtual formats in a single tool,
Virtualisation Pack fast tracks application Virtualisation and
Virtual Desktop Infrastructure (VDI) projects.
All AdminStudio “Packs” are add-ons to the base AdminStudio product and not
included by default.

FREE Trial

www.microway.com.au

If you’re working with any of these you’ll love the
AdminStudio suite of tools!
Windows Server
2012R2
SCCM 2012
Windows 7 / 8 / 10
IE Compatibility

VDI
Microsoft App-V
Citrix XenApp
VMWare ThinApp

Licensing & Pricing

For more information and pricing contact MicroWay
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